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For Courage Walks with Us (2014, October) Scott Anthony chose to work with a talented
Saskatchewan crew: Rich McFarlane (SCMA guitarist-of-the-year 2002-....), Gent Laird (bass
player for Alexis Normand among others), Glenn Ens (percussion for everyone), and Ross
Nykiforuk (producer for Deep Dark Woods, Sheepdogs, and worked with Northern Pikes). Scott
Anthony was a Finalist in the 2014 Singer-Songwriter Mentor Contest sponsored by the
Songwriters Association of Canada for The Chronoscope Trips. This new CD is a diverse
collection of songs about parallel universes, Canadians’ love/hate relationship with winter and
walking with courage in stilettos!

Tracks
1. The Chronoscope Trips
2. Twins with a Little Bit Extra*
3. Down Deep, Deep in My Soul
4. The Sum of Us is One
5. As if I Could
6. Your Own Firefly*
7. Spot of Tea?
8. The Stories Below
9. The Wise Old Rocking Chair*
10. Courage Walks with Us
Words & Music by ©SA Thompson (SOCAN 2014),
except where noted *Words ©2014 SA Thompson
and Music ©2011 SA Thompson

Brian Greene, physicist and “superstring” theorist, published The
Hidden Reality: Parallel Universes and the Deep Laws of the Cosmos
(2011). I read it and was thankful for the everyday explanations that
preceded the complex mathematical ones. More than anything I was
intrigued with the implications about our assumptions about matter. If
the amount of matter is fixed, then there are, necessarily a set number
of combinations in which it may be arranged (as I understand it). So, it
is possible that there is more than one universe existing, more than
one me, and more than one you, right now. This concept became
fodder for the lead track...Parallel lives can confound you...In the
temporary ether of love’s warm embrace, is this all it comes down to:
You and I in this time and place? And with each missing thought that
searches for a believer, the Chronoscope Trips...
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